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Uruk GNU/Linux appears to be a fairly young project with some lofty goals, but some rough edges and unusual
characteristics. I applaud the developers' attempts to provide a pure free software distribution, particularly their use of
Gnash to provide a pretty good stand-in for Adobe's Flash player. Gnash is not perfect, but it should work well enough
for most people.
On the other hand, Uruk does not appear to offer much above and beyond what Trisquel provides. Uruk uses Trisquel's
repositories and maintains the same free software only stance, but does not appear to provide a lot that Trisquel on its
own does not already offer. Uruk does feature some add-ons from Linux Mint, like the update manager. However, this
tends to work against the distribution as the update manager hides most security updates by default while Mint usually
shows all updates, minus just the ones known to cause problems with stability.
As I mentioned above, the package compatibility tools talked about on the Uruk website do not really deliver and are
hampered by the missing alien package in the default installation. The build-from-source u-src tool may be handy in
some limited cases, but it only works in very simple scenarios with specific archive types and build processes.
Hopefully these package compatibility tools will be expanded for future releases.
Right now I'm not sure Uruk provides much above what Trisquel 7.0 provided two years ago. The project is still young
and may grow in time. This is a 1.0 release and I would hold off trying the distribution until it has time to build toward
its goals.
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